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PROLOGUE TO THE 2021 UPDATE (Ver. C) 
 

   The cruise industry, along with just about every person on this planet, has been subjected to a 
collection of life-changing events during 2020.  Never, at least not in my lifetime, has any natural or man-
made event been so devastating to just about every entity around the world with the results that we 
experienced this past year.  To say that 2020 was unprecedented in tragedy and misfortune would be a 

gross understatement.  Not even to mention our personal 
and physical loss, the magnitude of damages to worldwide 
businesses has been devastating.  From small to large, 
companies in almost every sector have seen significant 
financial losses, with some closing their doors forever.   
   Unfortunately, our beloved cruise industry has suffered 
some of the most significant losses of any business 
segment.  The entire travel sector has been hit with 
massive shutdowns and cancellations, not only impacting 
their own operations and employees but resulting in 
thousands of customers missing out on travel plans and 
expectations of their own.  Vacations, family get-a-ways, 
weddings, honeymoons, and many other special events 

have been lost due to COVID-19's impact on travel.  Where many of us were looking forward to a 
pleasant cruise, we've had to substitute social distancing and quarantine in its place.  Yes, 2020 was a 
terrible year, and cruising has suffered tremendously. 
   As you might expect, cruise lines are struggling to get back to a profitable and sustainable existence.  
They have spent multi-millions of dollars shoring up their companies, disposing of several ships, reducing 
or eliminating hundreds of jobs, and gone above and beyond in establishing safer, more health-
conscious policies and procedures.  All these steps will be of little consequence if their cruise customers 
don't return at the level required to at least break even.  Now it appears that cruising will resume mid-
summer (July-August), depending on how CDC guidelines are implemented and how well they actually 
work.  We'll just have to wait and see how this restart goes. 
   So, as a reader of this Cruise Planning Guide, what steps should you take now in regard to making 
some cruise plans for the future?  Well, you can expect to see a lot of changes ahead.  Some of the 
information within this Guide may be significantly modified, either now or in the near future.  Does that 
mean that you shouldn't make any plans for a future cruise?  Absolutely 
not!  Just keep in mind that we'll all be experiencing a new cruise 
environment and, most likely, will see additional changes in both cruise 
line itineraries and the shipboard programs and activities being offered.  
I really believe we will be faced with cruise travel changes, even small 
alterations, throughout 2021 and on into 2022. 
   Here's the bottom line.  Right now is a fantastic time to make plans 
for a future cruise.  Cruise lines are anxious to get passengers signed 
up and are offering special promotions and incentives to help you 
make that decision.  With the reduction of cruise fleets and the cut-
back in the number of itineraries being offered, the scramble for space 
on a cruise ship in the months ahead are already enormous.  And, of 
course, that only means that cruise vacations will become somewhat 
more expensive.  Personally, I'm looking forward to a quick resumption 
of cruise service and regaining that marvelous experience that only 
comes from sitting on a stateroom deck and looking out over the 
vastness of the world's oceans.   Hopefully, you are ready to join me. 
 
Rick McCormick, Owner 
RM CRUISES LLC  
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This Cruise Planning Guide is intended to be a resource for anyone considering a cruise 
vacation.  It is of primary use to the new cruiser but can also provide valuable information for 

even seasoned travelers.  We encourage 
you to spend some time reading the 
material contained within these pages.  
This will allow you to have a much better 
understanding of most of the details for 
planning and enjoying your cruise 
vacation.  By no means is this a complete 
reference on every aspect of cruising, but 
it will provide the basics to get you 
started.  We look forward to hearing from 
you and providing our services on the way 
to this exciting experience known as 
cruising.  

 
RM CRUISES LLC is a cruise-only travel agency located in 
Cleveland, TN.  We have been providing great cruise vacations 
since 2015.  We are an established member of several industry-
specific associations and are a registered Florida Seller of 
Travel.  Our clients come from all walks of life and include singles, 
couples and families.  We also work with groups of any size or 
emphasis ...reunions, church affiliations, business or service 
organizations or, just a group of "travel friends" getting together for 
a fun holiday.  We represent ALL ocean and river cruise lines, 
including all worldwide itineraries and destinations.   
 
Our expertise comes from years of personal travel experience and intensive cruise-industry 
training.  Our first world travel journey was in 1989 and we began enjoying the wonderful 
world of cruising in 2000.  Since then, we have traveled in locations all around the world, visiting 
all seven continents and about 50 countries...and we're not through yet! 
 
Almost all our services are without cost to our clients.  There is no obligation for a client to 
reimburse us for any consultation or planning activities.  Even the extensive detail work, 
documentation and booking activities are without cost.  This allows all our clients to take 
maximum advantage of our services without concern for any additional expense being added to 
their cruise costs.  Please see our web site for full disclosure of the costs or fees on the few 
special services we offer. 
 
Be sure to check out Chapter 12 for more details about who we are and why we would be your 
best choice for a cruise travel agent.  We look forward to hearing from you real soon. 
 
 
 
 

Introduction 
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Taking a cruise…especially if this is your first cruise…requires an adequate amount of 
time to consider all the "ins and outs" of planning your fabulous vacation.   
 
Sure, there are a lot of little details to work through, and, with the assistance of RM CRUISES 
LLC, it will be an exciting and stimulating undertaking.  They say, "Half the fun of taking a cruise 
is in making all the plans!" 
 
You can start the process by spending an hour or two reading and reviewing the contents of our 
Cruise Planning Guide.  Although this document is just a beginning step, it will provide you with 
some basic knowledge about many of the necessary details required to get your planning 
process underway. 
 
As you look over each chapter of the Guide, don't hesitate to jot down any questions and 
contact us for further explanations or clarification.  The immediate goal is to make sure you have 
a good understanding of basic cruise travel and how to ensure your trip is both enjoyable and 
carefree. 
 
After completing your time with the Guide, give us a call, and we'll get started on putting 
together the specific details of your fantastic cruise adventure! 
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1. Is cruising for me?  

Maybe so, maybe not.   Everyone has thoughts and concerns about trying anything new and 
different.  Cruising is not a normal part of most people's schedules, and, for some, choosing to 
take that first cruise is a significant step.  However, 
as we have seen and heard from previous "first-
timers," their anxieties and concerns turned out to 
be quickly forgotten just as soon as they get 
underway on their new journey.   So, for most 
people considering taking that FIRST ocean cruise, 
the overwhelming response of those that have 
gone before you is that they can't wait to make their 
SECOND cruise!   Therefore, in all likelihood, we 
believe you'll enjoy cruising just as much as most 
everyone else does. 

 
2. Where do I want to go, and what do I want to do? 

Choices, choices, choices! …and even MORE choices!  Taking a cruise is filled with dozens of 
decision-making opportunities. One of the more important selections…and one of the first…is the 
choice of itineraries.  These decisions include not only what ports you want to visit and what ship 

to travel on but also includes more specific 
details about just how you're hoping to 
spend your time while on the cruise.  Do 
you want to visit some of the Caribbean 
islands with their sunny beaches and 
turquoise waters, or are you looking more 
for a cultural experience to Alaska or the 
Panama Canal?  Anyway, the choices are 
numerous, and the specific itineraries are 
almost unlimited.  Spend some time going 
over cruise brochures and talking to friends 

that have been on a few cruises and ask them for suggestions.  Also, speak to us, your cruise 
specialists.  We can answer most of your specific questions. 

 
3. Who will go with me? 

Although there is a good number of "singles" that 
cruise every day, the clear majority of travelers' 
cruise with their spouse or family, some also travel 
with one or two close friends.  A growing number 
of folks join a larger group (work-related, family 
reunion, church group, travel club, etc.).  Typically, 
cruise ship staterooms are priced as "double-
occupancy," meaning that the price assumes at 
least TWO travelers occupy the same room.   
Therefore, most folks going on a cruise do so with 
at least one other companion.  Besides, it's always 
more fun to enjoy a cruise adventure when you 
have someone to go along with you.   

  

CHAPTER 

1 TOP FIVE QUESTIONS WHEN 
CONSIDERING A CRUISE VACATION 
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4. Where can I go, and how long can I stay? 
The schedule is pretty much up to you!  With the vast number of cruise lines operating in the 
world, you can find an appropriate cruise just about any time during the year.   True, some 
itineraries and destinations are only available during their "season," but you can always find 
alternatives if your plans are somewhat flexible.  For U.S. travelers, the Caribbean is typically 

their choice for a first-time cruise.  Why?  
Because it (a.) is less expensive, (b.) has a 
wide variety of cruise dates and 
destinations, and (c.) operates 12 months 
out of the year. 
Additionally, the Florida cruise ports (5 
total) are within an 8-12 hr. (or less) 
automobile trip for a vast majority of 
potential cruise passengers …making air 
travel, and the related expense, 
unnecessary.  As for cruise durations, 
again, you have a great choice of options.  
For a "quickie" trip, you can find a few 3- 
and 4- day cruises (typically, to Bermuda or 
the Caribbean), with the average cruise 

being 5- to 7-days.   Longer durations are always available and, depending on your schedule and 
destination, choices may require 10- to 12-days or more.   So that you know, many cruise lines 
offer extensive itineraries that need 2-3 MONTHS to complete!  Again, your best information 
source for cruise schedules and length will be available to you in the cruise line's literature or on 
their website.  Or give us a call so we can work with you on these choices. 

 
5. How much money can I afford to spend? 

Planning any vacation usually includes some regard for the cost of the trip.  Taking a cruise is no 
different when it comes to considering expenses and how much you can afford. It is kind of like 
purchasing an automobile.  You can go for the most economical choice with only the basic 
components, or you can opt for one with some nice upgrades and better features.  Deciding how 
much to spend on a cruise is entirely in your hands, but the good news is that…like buying a new 
car…you have lots of options.   Typically, cruises are priced PER PERSON (assuming Double 
Occupancy) for the total length of the cruise.   
Some of the more inexpensive cruises have 
prices beginning around $200-250 for a basic 
inside cabin on a short (3- to 4-day) cruise.  A 
good "median" price range would be $350-500 
for an upgraded cabin and a little longer trip.  
Expect to find fares at $1,000-2,500, or more, 
for balcony staterooms during peak seasons.  
The main thing to keep in mind is that the 
quoted fares are PER PERSON and do not 
include required port fees or taxes.   As a 
suggestion, many travelers book their cruise 
early in the year and make periodic payments 
in the months before departure time. This 
way, the cost is spread out over time and 
doesn't impact the family budget all at once.  So, in general, a cruise is going to cost about 
the same as a land-based vacation at an upscale resort when you include costs for lodging, food, 
transportation, and entertainment.   Be sure to check with us.   We can help you come up with a 
workable budget for the total cost of the fantastic cruise vacation you have in mind. 
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The below terms are provided to give you a better understanding of some of the words used when talking 
about a cruise vacation.  Please contact your cruise consultant if you encounter other words or terms that 
you don't understand. 
 
ACCOUNT, ONBOARD / SHIPBOARD – An account established before sailing that allows all shipboard 
costs and charges to be booked to one account.  This account is used to accumulate expenses for daily 
gratuities charges, optional drinks or restaurant costs, spa and gaming expenses, and any other 
incidental charges that are made by the passenger(s).  Passengers may have their own, individual 
shipboard account or, in the case of families, may choose to use a single account for everyone. This 
account is settled at the end of the cruise and charged to the passenger's credit card used to establish 
the account.  NOTE: This account is not used when the passenger(s) is away from the ship, such as in 
port for restaurant, taxi, or gift purchases.  In these cases, the passenger's credit card should be used. 

Example: "I always verify the charges on my Shipboard ACCOUNT the day before  
   the end of the cruise." 
 
AFT – The rear portion of the ship.  Sometimes called the Stern or Fantail.  Also, see FORWARD. 
   Example: "I'll meet you in the AFT dining room at 7:00 pm." 
 
BERTH – On a cruise ship, a berth is a bed in a cabin.  Can also mean the actual dock location of a ship 
when in port. 
   Example: "Does your cabin have more than two BERTHS?" 
 
CABIN – The primary term for the shipboard accommodation (room) you will occupy on a cruise ship.  
May also be called a Stateroom. 
   Example: "We just boarded, and we're trying to find our CABIN." 
 
CAPACITY, ROOM CAPACITY – Shipboard accommodations are customarily provided for two to four 
passengers.  A few cruise lines allow up to five (5) people in one cabin.  Cabins are referred to as 
"DOUBLE" (for 2 people), "TRIPLE" (for 3 people), and "QUAD" (for 4 people).  Also, see SINGLE. 
   Example: "We have a cabin with a CAPACITY of four people." 
 
CATEGORY, CABIN CATEGORY – Cruise accommodations (cabins) are classified within their primary 
type using the term "category".  This is a sub-class of the cabin type and is used to define further the 
general desirability of a particular cabin size or location on the ship.  A category 4C might refer to an 
Inside cabin with a location forward or aft on the ship.  A higher category (4E) would be a similar Inside 
cabin but located more mid-ship or on a higher deck (a more desirable location).  Also, see TYPE. 
   Example: "We booked a 4C CATEGORY, but the cruise line upgraded us to a 4E." 
 
DISEMBARK – The act of leaving the ship.  Proper usage is "debark." Also, see EMBARK. 
   Example: "All passengers will DISEMBARK beginning at 8:00 am." 
 
 

CHAPTER 

2 CRUISE TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 
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DOUBLE OCCUPANCY – A standard term used in the cruise industry to indicate that accommodations 
(cabins) are sold with the understanding that two (2) people will occupy that room.  In the case of pricing, 
most all cruise fares are offered as PER PERSON, assuming Double Occupancy (2 in the room).  Also, 
see SINGLE. 

Example: "Since cabins are priced for DOUBLE OCCUPANCY, I got my friend to go along 
with me on the cruise." 

 
EMBARK – The act of boarding the ship.  Also, see DISEMBARK. 
   Example: "We plan to EMBARK at about 1:00 pm." 
 
EXCURSION, or SHORE EXCURSION - A tour or guided activity that passengers take part in while 
ashore. Although most passengers participate in excursions arranged through the cruise line (booked 
before sailing or during the cruise), individuals have also engaged in private or independent tours on 
their own.  However, for now, guests are required to book all excursions through the cruise line. 
   Example: "We have an EXCURSION tour planned for St. Thomas." 
 
FARE, or CRUISE FARE – The initial cost of the cruise that includes the four (4) main components: the 
cruise itself, on-board accommodations, food, and entertainment.  The Fare is almost always quoted as 
"Per Person, Double Occupancy" and, typically, DOES NOT include (a.) Port Fees and Taxes, or (b.) 
gratuities for ship's support staff.  See also PORT FEES, GRATUITIES. 
   Example: "Our FARE was at a great rate since we booked early." 
 
FORWARD – The forward portion of the ship.  Sometimes called the Bow.  Also, see AFT. 
   Example: "Let's go FORWARD and get a view from the front of the ship." 
 
GRATUITIES – Tips given to a ship's support staff (cabin stewards, dining room stewards, etc.).  In 
almost all cases, cruise lines AUTOMATICALLY add a Gratuity charge to the passenger's onboard 
account.  This charge is a per-day dollar amount for each person on the booking.  Amounts are cruise-
line-specific and currently are approximately $14.00 to $18.00 per person, per day.  But, since gratuities 
are completely optional, the passenger may decrease (or eliminate entirely) all charged gratuities.   

Example: "We usually give the recommended amount for GRATUITIES because we 
know that the staff depends on it for their income." 

 
GUARANTEE (Cabin Category) – A "Guarantee" cabin is an accommodation provided by the cruise line 
that is "guaranteed" to be within the cabin type booked.  Typically, Guarantee cabins are priced at the 
lowest price point for the category because the cruise line gets to select the specific stateroom to fill the 
booking.  For cruisers that have little concern for their exact cabin location, the Guarantee may be their 
most economical choice.  However, remember that the cruise line gets to pick, and, in some cases, the 
selected cabin is one of the least desirable on the ship.  The actual cabin assignments usually are made 
only within a few weeks of the sailing date. 
   Example: "We don't usually book a GUARANTEE because we want to be able to 
   choose our actual cabin location." 
 
ITINERARY – A term used to indicate a collection of information about (a.) the general geographic area 
of the selected cruise (Western Caribbean, Alaska, Panama Canal, etc.), (b.) the actual ports visited 
(Cozumel, Costa Maya, Key West, Grand Cayman, etc.), and (c.) the other pertinent cruise details 
(number of days, departure date, the port of departure, etc.). 
   Example: "Our ITINERARY does not include a stop at Half Moon Cay." 
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LIDO – A term commonly used to identify a ship deck where the swimming pool is located, typically the 
top deck.  Also, the usual location of a large, cafeteria-style (or table-service) restaurant, generally 
referred to as the "Lido." 
   Example: "I prefer to eat in the LIDO restaurant because it's really convenient." 
 
MID-SHIP – The middle portions of the ship.  This is usually considered to be a more desirable location 
for the selection of cabins. 

Example: "We wanted a cabin MID-SHIP, but they were all sold out when we  
booked our trip." 

 
MUSTER, or MUSTER DRILL - To Muster is to assemble the passengers and crew of a ship for a safety 
drill. A muster drill is typically done at the beginning of a cruise.  It instructs the guests about where to go 
to get into lifeboats in case of an emergency. A muster station is where everyone meets, typically on the 
Promenade deck at the assigned lifeboat location.  In light of the 2020 pandemic, many cruise lines are 
now offering this mandatory instruction session electronically, either in the guest's stateroom, in a shared 
space, such as a theater or restaurant, or over the passenger's own device (smartphone, pad or laptop 
computer.)   
   Example: "A MUSTER DRILL is mandatory for all passengers on the cruise." 
 
ONBOARD CREDIT (OBC) - A credit added to your onboard account before, or during your cruise. 
Think of it as spending money, or as a credit on your credit card statement. You might get it as a 
discount at the time of booking — say, as a "thank-you" from your travel agent — or from the cruise line 
as compensation for early booking or some other incentive. In general, OBC's may be used toward 
purchases made at the bar, spa, gift shop, or for shore excursions. One key thing to remember is that all 
onboard credits expire at the end of the cruise, so be sure to apply these OBC's to your account before 
you leave the ship on the final day.  These may also be called a shipboard credit. 

Example: "Our travel agent got us a $50 ONBOARD CREDIT for booking during a 
special sales event." 

 
PORT – The left side of the ship when you are facing toward the front of the ship.  Also, used to identify 
the towns where the ship docks during the cruise.  Also, see STARBOARD. 
   Example: "We usually get a cabin on the PORT side of the ship." 
 Example: "Piraeus is the PORT town for the city of Athens, Greece." 
 
PORT FEES / TAXES – Costs automatically added to the total cruise fare at the time of booking to cover 
government-controlled port taxes, docking fees, and other incidental charges to the cruise line for 
utilizing a port for passenger service. Port fees are charged per person, and, typically are not included in 
the base fare cost.  Generally, individual port fees are identical for each passenger, regardless of class of 
accommodations or fare paid. 

Example: "Did you remember to include PORT FEES when you looked at the cost 
of the cruise?" 

 
PROMENADE – Usually refers to a ship's deck where there is an outside (covered) walkway (or, 
promenade) that circles the entire ship.  The exact name used may vary among cruise lines. 
   Example: "We always enjoy walking around the PROMENADE deck after dinner." 
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SEATING – A cruise ship term referring to the assigned time for dinner service in the ship's main dining 
room(s).  Typically, most ships have two "seating's" …an "early" and a "late." Early seating is usually 
around 5:00 pm and the late about 8:00 pm.  Passengers have the option to choose which seating they 
desire at the time of the initial booking of their cruise.  Most ships also offer an "open" seating option 
(sometimes called "My Time" or "On Your Own") in which the guests may arrive at any time during the 
evening meal service times and be seated with only a slight wait.  Scheduled seatings (early/late) usually 
require guests to sit at the same table with the same group of people.  Open seating is just that; you sit at 
a table that is of your choosing and may or may not have other people at that table. 

Example: "We prefer late SEATING because it gives us ample time to get back 
onboard the ship after a day in port." 

 
SINGLE – Most cruise lines offer accommodations to persons traveling alone, referred to as a "Single." 
However, the common practice is that a Single traveler must pay a "supplement," or up-charge for 
occupying a standard, Double Occupancy cabin.  This is known as the Single Supplement.  The cost for 
the Supplement is typically 150% to 200% of the individual fare. "Singles" accommodations (cabins 
designed for just one person) are rare today, but the newest ships currently being built are starting to 
include these due to increased demand in the market.  
   Example: "I have to pay the SINGLE Supplement since I travel by myself." 
 
STARBOARD – The right side of the ship when you are facing toward the front.  Also, see PORT. 
   Example: "Our lifeboat is located on the STARBOARD side of the ship." 
 
STATEROOM – See CABIN 
 
TENDER – On a cruise ship, a tender is a small boat used to "tender" or transport passengers to the 
dock when the harbor is inaccessible due to water depth (too shallow for the cruise ship) or poor docking 
conditions (too rocky, rough water, maintenance issues, etc.).  On most ships, the lifeboats are used as 
the tenders.  Some cruise lines have started calling these small vessels by the term "water shuttle." 

Example: "The port at Grand Cayman requires us to TENDER in." 
 

TYPE, CABIN TYPE – Refers to the four (4) major kinds of accommodations available on a cruise ship: 
Inside (or Interior), Outside (or Ocean View), Balcony (or Veranda), and Suite.  Some cruise lines have 
additional "types," but, typically, these are just a slightly different version of one of the four main types: 

• Inside / Interior – the "basic" cabin, located on the interior of the ship without any view to the 
outside.  Typically, the smallest and most economical cabins on the ship. 
• Outside / Ocean View – the Outside cabin is usually just an upgraded Inside cabin but located on 
the perimeter of the ship.  All Outside cabins have a window or porthole for an outside view.  Most 
Outside cabins are the same size as Inside cabins. 
• Balcony / Veranda – a stateroom that has an outdoor extension providing a small area where the 
passenger(s) may sit or stand to enjoy the sea breeze anytime during the cruise.  Typically, Balcony 
cabins are slightly larger than Inside/Outside cabins, but this is not always true. Balcony cabins will, 
in almost all cases, be more expensive than an Ocean View cabin. 
• Suite – the largest and most expensive accommodations on the ship.  Suites are generally 50%-
200% larger than lower-priced cabins.  Suites almost always have a large veranda and, in some 
cases, include other amenities (separate bedroom/living areas, dining area, hot tub, etc.).  Some 
ships offer "mini" or "junior" suites but, in most instances, these are only slightly upgraded Balcony 
cabins with a small increase in space. 

Example: "We almost always get a BALCONY (TYPE) cabin because we feel it's a 
great value for the real enjoyment of hearing, seeing, and breathing the ocean." 
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UPGRADE – A term used to indicate an upgraded accommodation (cabin).  Most upgrades are strictly 
within Category (say, a 4C to a 4E), but rarely from one Type to another (such as Outside to Balcony).  
Although most cruise guests would consider an Upgrade to be beneficial, that may not always be true.  In 
most cases, the cruise line determines the exact cabin for the upgrade, and it may, in the opinion of the 
guest, not be any better (and, could be worse) than what they have already booked.  Upgrades may be 
given at the initial booking time or may be offered by the cruise line any time before sailing. 
  Example: "Our booking included an automatic UPGRADE to a higher category." 
 
WATER SHUTTLE – See TENDER 
  Example: "We have to use the WATER SHUTTLE when going ashore at Half Moon Cay." 
 
 
 
  

Central Park themed neighborhood 
showing “Park view” balcony cabins 

Ocean-view Balcony cabin 

Royal Caribbean’s Oasis-class “Allure of the Seas” 
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It would be difficult to have a Cruise Planning 
Guide without mentioning cruise line tipping 
policies.  It is one of the most debated topics 
when the conversation turns to cruising and, 
for most people, a highly misunderstood 
component of costs when making cruise 
budget decisions. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
HOW IT WORKS 
In addition to the expense of the cruise fare and charges for port fees, gratuities are the third component 
of the "basic" cost structure of most every booking on U.S.-based cruise ships.  Although it is not typically 
paid as part of the fare before departure date, it does, eventually, impact the overall total expense for the 
cruise. 
 
The amount for gratuities (tips) are "recommended" by the individual cruise line…currently somewhere 
between $14.00 and $18.00 per person, per day…and are automatically added to the shipboard account 
during the cruise.  For two people on a seven-day cruise, this would amount to approximately $200 in 
additional expense.  Of course, cruise fares vary widely but, 
for example, say a seven-day cruise to the Caribbean, a 2-
person fare maybe around $1,500.  A $200 tip would equal 
about 14% of the fare cost…and not significantly different 
than what most Americans are used to tipping at their local, 
land-based restaurant or bar.  Sure, depending on the exact 
cruise cost and duration, that percentage could vary but, 
most likely, not by a significant amount. 
The cruise line takes all the gratuities paid by passengers 
through their shipboard accounts and divides it among some 
of the staff members at the end of the cruise.  Exactly which 
staff members receive a portion of this tip pool…and exactly 
what size piece they get…depends on the individual ship line 
policy and, typically, goes to lower-level staff members.  
Although passengers only see a small portion of workers that 
directly provide service to them, many other workers are behind the scenes in kitchens and laundries, 
performing their duties that also directly affect the overall level of service passengers receive…and these 
staff members also usually receive something from the tip pool.  Officers, upper-level staff, entertainers 
and trade specialists (mechanics, technicians, etc.) typically do not share in passengers' gratuities. 
 
  

CHAPTER 

3 PLANNING FOR GRATUITIES 
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WHAT IF I WANT TO MAKE MY OWN DECISION ABOUT TIPPING 
Depending on several personal factors, some passengers prefer to make their own choices when it 
comes to tipping.  In American society, most of us are accustomed to leaving tips for service personnel in 
a wide variety of jobs and positions.  We do so, primarily, based on (a.) custom, (b.) our habits, and (c.) 
our perception of the level of service received.  When a restaurant…or cruise ship…adds the tip in for us, 
we sometimes view this as bypassing our right to make our own choices. 
 
Although tipping recommendations are established by cruise line policy, passengers still have a full say-
so in exactly how much, if any, gratuity is left for service members.  The more controversial factor is the 
idea that these tips are "automatically" added to the passenger's account in a way that suggests they are 
mandatory.  Fortunately, that's not the case (yet).  Passengers still have the ability to reduce…or totally 
eliminate…any amount of gratuities posted to their account before the end of the cruise.  If, for instance, 
your practice is to leave a flat 10%, then you can make that calculation and adjust your account 
accordingly.  Likewise, if you have experienced a less-than-expected level of service, you might choose 
to somewhat reduce the amount of your gratuity.  On the other hand, you are also free to increase your 
tips if you feel an exceptional cruise experience was aided by the efforts of staff members going above-
and-beyond in their given duties. 
 
 
WHAT IF I HAVE A BAD EXPERIENCE 
Sometimes things happen.  Unfortunately, bad experiences are occasionally blamed on staff members 
when they may not have been responsible.  Even if a staff member was personally responsible, in all 
likelihood, it was unintentional and not the desired outcome of the situation.  Consider the circumstances 
and report the issue to the front office for resolution. Do not withhold your gratuities because of an 
unfortunate occurrence unless you believe your total cruise experience has been significantly 
compromised.   
 
 
WHAT DO WE RECOMMEND 
In a nutshell, we suggest that you allow the recommended gratuity to remain as proposed by the cruise 
line.  In all fairness, this amount is both appropriate and, in most cases, adequate for the level of service 
typical on most cruise lines.  Should you disagree, we encourage you to consider the fact that lower-level 
cruise ship staff members earn a very minimal wage.  Although we could get into an extended discussion 

about life's necessities, making a 
decent living and cruise line pay 
policies, it remains that tips are 
a significant percentage of the 
wages paid to the average 
cruise ship employee.  If 
anything, we suggest you seek 
out individual staff that has 
provided exceptional service and 
reward them directly (cash in an 
envelope) for their contribution to 
your great cruise vacation.   
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THE BOTTOM LINE 
We believe tipping should be the choice of the passenger paying the cruise fare.  With that said, we also 
think that automatically adding a suggested tip to the passenger's account is not only a way to show 
appreciation for hard-working staff, it also makes it convenient for the passenger who doesn't have to 
expend time and effort tracking down everyone that contributed to their service over the length of the 
cruise.  We also believe in leaving something extra for our dining room and stateroom stewards, and we 
like to present it to them in person.  Tipping should always be about excellent service, and nowhere will 
you find a group of more dedicated workers than on most cruise ships! 
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STEP 1. – GATHER BASIC INFORMATION 

To get started on a successful cruise plan, you must first gather some necessary 
information you are going to need to help you make other decisions.  Use the following  
list to make sure you have all the details required for beginning the planning process. 
 
A. Who will be going on the cruise?  (Full names and birthdates) 
B. What is the schedule?  (When can you go and how many days  

   can you be gone?) 
C. What is the total budget allotted for the cruise?  (How much  

   can you afford to spend on the entire cruise vacation?) 
D. What is your desired itinerary?  (Do you have any preferences  

   as to the destination or ports-of-call for your cruise?) 
…and, finally, 
E. What is the primary reason you want to take this cruise?   

(For a different kind of vacation, celebrate a special occasion, experience 
a new culture, or just to see a different part of the world?) 

 
NOTE:  It is highly recommended that ALL PARTIES planning to be on the cruise are 
given an opportunity to contribute their ideas and preferences regarding the above details.  
This should be done before continuing with the next steps. 

 
STEP 2. – CONTACT RM CRUISES LLC TO CONTINUE WITH THE PLANNING PROCESS 

Give us a call (or email) and provide us with all the information you collected in Step 1.   
As we review these details, we may have some additional questions about your cruise 
plans.  Be sure we have your primary phone number and email address so that we can 
contact you without delay. 
 

STEP 3. – LET US GO TO WORK 
We'll take all your information and work up some exciting options for your consideration.  
Within a few (2-3) days, we will get back in touch with you and share what we have found.  
As typically happens, we may need to refine some of the details and look for other options 
for you to evaluate.  Obviously, we need to stay in touch frequently as we narrow down 
your choices. 

 
STEP 4. – MAKE YOUR FINAL CHOICE AND PROCEED WITH THE BOOKING 

Choose your best option and decide on the specific date and itinerary.  Let us 
know your selection, and we will work with you to make your booking, pay your 
deposit and provide all additional cruise details.   As the process continues toward 
your cruise date, we will work closely with you to handle any questions or provide 
other services as may be required. 

 
 
 

CHAPTER 

4 ESSENTIAL STEPS TO PLANNING 
YOUR FIRST CRUISE 
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For new cruisers, understanding the cost of a cruise is sometimes confusing and difficult to comprehend.  
This chapter should help clarify how cruise pricing works and allow you to be fully informed about what 
your total trip costs may be.  Use this form to fill in your actual costs. 
(NOTE: The prices shown in the examples below are just for illustration and may or may not be 
significantly different than your actual costs.) 
 
  
 
These charges are the main components of your cruise costs.  They are the required expenses for the 
basic cruise, amenities such as meals, accommodations, entertainment, and port taxes. 
(All Example Costs shown below assume four (4) people on a 5-day cruise.) 
 
Cost Item Details EXAMPLE Cost YOUR Cost 
 
1.  CRUISE FARE 

 
This is the base amount 
charged by the cruise line 
for everyone's passage on 
the ship.  (This includes the 
cruise itself, ship-board 
accommodations, meals 
and standard 
entertainment.) 
 

 
$1,656.00 

 
Example: 4 People in 1 
Ocean View Stateroom. 
Person #1 - $449 
Person #2 - $449 
Person #3 - $379 
Person #4 - $379 

 
$ ___________________ 

 
2.  PORT FEES  
     AND TAXES 
 
 

 
Surcharges levied by 
government agencies, 
facility fees and port 
charges. 
 

 
$514.00 

 
Example:  4 People at 
$128.50 per person 

 
$ ___________________ 

 
3.  GRATUITIES* 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Tips for the ship's customer 
service staff members 
(cabin stewards, dining 
room stewards, etc.) 
 

 
$300.00 

 
Most cruise lines 
suggest approx. $15.00 
per day per person for 
gratuities. 
Example:  4 People on a 
5 Day Cruise  
  = 4 x 5 Days x $15 
 

 
$ ___________________ 

 
 
 

  
EXAMPLE TOTAL 

$2,470.00 
 

 
YOUR TOTAL 
$ ___________________ 

 
*NOTE:  Although we have listed GRATUITIES as being a REQUIRED COST, the amount you ultimately pay is 
totally up to you.  You may adjust this charge (up or down) at any time during your cruise.  HOWEVER, we know 
that the wages of many of the ship's customer service staff is greatly dependent on tips.  Therefore, we encourage 
you to do as we do and include this cost as a basic component of the overall cruise expense. 
 
  

CHAPTER 

5 SAMPLE CRUISE PRICING 

REQUIRED CHARGES 
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SAMPLE CRUISE PRICING (Continued) 
 

 
In addition to the Required Charges on the previous page, you MAY incur other charges related to your 
cruise.  These items are OPTIONAL and are entirely under your control but, be warned…these manage to 
be quite common for many cruisers.  As may be expected, actual costs are dependent on several factors 
and could be significantly more or less than the examples shown.  Check with your cruise specialist for 
assistance with estimates on your optional expenses and how you might minimize these additional costs. 
 
Cost Item Details EXAMPLE Cost YOUR Cost 
 
1.  BEVERAGES 
Although most people 
realize that alcoholic 
drinks are going to be 
an extra cost 
expense, they are 
surprised to find that 
other drinks (sodas, 
specialty coffees, etc.) 
also require an 
additional charge. 
 

 
SAMPLE PRICING: 
Mixed Drinks, Beer 

- $6.95 and up. 
Soft Drinks 

- $2.95 ea. 
Latte 

- $2.50 ea. 
 

(In addition, many 
cruise lines add a 
15% gratuity to all 
beverage orders.)  

 
$239.20 

 
EXAMPLE: 
4 People with 
1 Mixed Drink per 
person per day =  
$159.85 
 
2 Sodas per day for 2 
people = $67.85 
 
4 Lattes = $11.50 
 

 
$ ______________ 

 
2.  ALTERNATIVE      
     DINING VENUES 
Cruise lines are 
continually looking for 
ways to increase 
profits on their cruise 
ships.  By offering 
alternative dining 
venues, the ship's 
passengers are 
encouraged to spend 
a few extra dollars for 
a more upscale meal. 
 

 
SAMPLE PRICING: 
High-end Steak and 
Seafood venues: 
$50-$100 ea. 
 
Oriental, Asian  
$25-$45 ea. 
 
Fancy Italian 
$15-$45 ea. 
 
Dessert Bars: 
$5-$10 per item 
  

 
$138.00 

 
EXAMPLE: 
2 People, 1 Meal, 
Specialty Venue:  
De Librije Restaurant, 
on Holland America's  
ms Eurodam 

- $69.00 ea. 
 

 
$ ______________ 

 
3.  SPA AND SALON  
     TREATMENTS 
Always available on 
most cruises, many 
people enjoy these 
opportunities for 
personal pampering, 
even with the high-
end cost charged by 
the cruise lines. 
 
 

 
SAMPLE PRICING: 
Standard 1 Hr. 
Massage: 
$120-$150 
 
Custom, more exotic 
treatments: 
$200-$500 
 
Access to spas and 
thermal pools: 
$20-$40 per day 
 

 
$175.00 

 
EXAMPLE: 
1 Standard Massage 

- $135 
2 Days Access to Spa 

- $40 

 
$ ______________ 

 

OPTIONAL CHARGES 
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Cost Item Details EXAMPLE Cost YOUR Cost 
 
4. SHORE TOURS  
   AND EXCURSIONS 
Most passengers do 
participate in 
excursions or tours 
when visiting an 
exciting port-of-call.  
These are enjoyable 
and can be a lovely 
addition to your cruise 
experience, but the 
cost can add up fast, 
so be careful when 
booking your onshore 
tours. Don't forget to 
add for any onshore 
meals you may have. 
 

 
SAMPLE PRICING: 
Special all-day (4-5 
hr.) tour including 
transportation and 
lunch: 
$200-$350 ea. 
 
Average sightseeing 
and shopping (2-3 hr.) 
tour with guide  
$50-$175 ea. 
 
Typical walking tour 
(1-3 hr.) with guide: 
$25-$100 ea. 
 
Meals - $10-$50 ea. 

 
$564.00 

 
EXAMPLE: 
2 People, All-day tour 

- $225 ea 
 
2 People, Guided 
Museum and 
Sightseeing tour 

- $45 ea 
 
2 Lunches - $12 ea 
 

 
$ ______________ 

 
5.  SHOPPING AND  
     SOUVENIRS 
Yes, you must get a 
few items to give to 
friends and family 
back home.  It just 
wouldn't be a cruise 
vacation without 
something to 
remember it by. 
 

 
SAMPLE PRICING: 
You can spend 
anywhere from $0 to $ 
1,000's on these 
purchases.  Setting a 
limit to your shopping 
expense is the best 
way to control the 
urge to get just one 
more "something". 

 
$350.00 

 
EXAMPLE: 
Misc. shopping 

- $250 
Souvenirs  

- $100 

 
$ ______________ 

 
6. MISCELLANEOUS 
   ON-BOARD   
   ACTIVITIES 
There are several 
other miscellaneous 
opportunities to spend 
money while on-board 
the cruise ship. Don't 
let these get out of 
hand or your vacation 
budget can take a 
significant hit. 
 

 
SAMPLE PRICING: 
Photographs 
$20-$250 and up 
 
Laundry Services 
$10-$100 
 
Bingo Games 
$10-$25 per card 
 
Internet Access 
50¢ to 75¢ per min. 
 
Casino Games 
$$$$$$$!!! 
 

 
$187.00 

 
EXAMPLE: 
Ship's Photo Package 

- $79 
One Wash and Dry in 
On-board Launderette 

- $8 
BINGO – 2 Days,  
2 Cards per Day 

- $40 
Internet Time (20 min) 

- $10 
Slot Machines in 
Casino - $50 

 

 
$ ______________ 

 
 

 EXAMPLE TOTAL: 
                   $1,653.20 

 

YOUR TOTAL: 
$ ______________ 

 
Obviously, these are only examples, BUT they are very common options that could easily add a 
significant amount to your overall cruise costs.  
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SAMPLE CRUISE PRICING (Continued) 
 
   
For some cruises, airfare, hotels, and trip insurance may be an additional expense that you need to 
consider.  These costs could add a significant amount to your overall cruise vacation and need to be 
budgeted along with all other costs you are going to incur. 
 
Cost Item Details EXAMPLE Cost YOUR Cost 
 
1.  AIRFARE 
The total cost of 
tickets.  This is the 
total amount 
(including all fees and 
taxes) for air 
transportation for all 
members of your 
group.   
 

 
SAMPLE PRICING: 
 
Ticket prices can 
range from a few 
hundred dollars to 
$1,000 or more for 
each person, 
depending on 
distance, destination, 
and class of service.  
The airlines will be 
able to give you exact 
pricing when date(s) 
of travel are known.  
REMEMBER, ticket 
prices ARE NOT firm 
until paid for. 
 

 
$1,940.00 

 
EXAMPLE: 
 
Round-trip Air Fare 
Ticket Costs: 
   $485.00 per person 
 
For four (4) people, 
the cost would be: 
   4 x $485.00 = 
               $1,940.00 
 

 
$ ______________ 

 
2.  EXTRA AIRLINE   
     CHARGES 
Today, airlines are 
charging for just about 
every amenity they 
can.  Expect most, if 
not all, airlines to 
charge for… 
  - Upgraded Seats 
  - Priority Boarding 
  - Drinks / Meals 
  - In-flight   
        Entertainment 
…and, of course… 
   - Baggage 
 
(NOTE: These costs 
vary widely from 
airline to airline.  
Check your favorite 
air carrier for exact 
charges.) 

 
SAMPLE PRICING: 
 
Seat Upgrade to 
      ECONOMY    
      COMFORT 
 -$45.00 per person 
      EACH WAY 
 
Priority Boarding: 
 - $20.00 per person 
 
1 Meal in flight: 
 - $7.50 per person 
 
In-flight entertainment: 
 -$20.00 
 
Baggage Fees: 
1st Checked Bag 
-$25.00 
2nd Checked Bag 
-$50.00 
  
 

 
$615.00 

 
EXAMPLE: 
-Seat Upgrades: 
 Four (4) people, 2 
upgrades (1 each 
way) 
    $45.00 x 4 x 2 = 
          $360.00 
 
-Priority Boarding: 
 $20.00 x 4 = $80.00 
 
-BAGS 
-3-1st Bags @ $25.00 
-2-2nd Bags @ $50.00 
= $175.00 

 
$ ______________ 

 
 

AIRFARE, HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS and INSURANCE 
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Cost Item Details EXAMPLE Cost YOUR Cost 
 
3.  HOTEL 
ACCOMMODATIONS 
You may decide that a 
hotel stay could be 
required, especially if 
your cruise port(s) is a 
great distance away.   
If you must travel for 
more than 8-9 hours 
to arrive at the cruise 
port, it is highly 
recommended that 
you book a room for 
the night prior to the 
day of your cruise 
departure. 
 

 
SAMPLE PRICING: 
 
Hotel room prices are 
going to vary greatly, 
depending on many 
factors…dates, 
season, location, and 
other factors.  A 
typical double room in 
a mid-range hotel in 
an average port city 
could cost $100 to 
$250 (or more) for 
one night.   

 
$330.00 

 
EXAMPLE: 
-4 People (2 per 
room) 
 
-2 Rooms for one 
night at $165.00 ea. 
    2 x $165.00 =  
              $330.00 
 
(Don't forget to add 
for taxes and fees!) 

 
$ ______________ 

 
4.  
TRANSPORTATION 
TO/FROM PORT 
If you have flown into 
(or, will depart from) 
your port city, you will 
need transportation to 
or from the port. 
   Some hotels have 
shuttle vans provided 
at no cost; others, 
however, may utilize 
independent taxi or 
van drivers to handle 
guests' transportation 
needs at a per person 
or group fare.  (Costs 
will vary widely based 
on all factors.) 
 

 
 
SAMPLE PRICING: 
 
TO PORT FROM 
HOTEL:  (<10 mi.) 
4 People with 
luggage: 
   Flat Rate: $65.00 
 
FROM PORT TO 
AIRPORT: (<5 mi.) 
4 People with 
luggage: 
   Flat Rate: $40.00 
 
 
 

 
$105.00 

 
EXAMPLE: 
 
TO PORT FROM 
HOTEL:  (<10 mi.) 
4 People with 
luggage: 
   Flat Rate: $65.00 
 
FROM PORT TO 
AIRPORT: (<5 mi.) 
4 People with 
luggage: 
   Flat Rate: $40.00 
 

 
$ ______________ 

 
5. 
TRIP INSURANCE 
Highly recommended 
if trip cancellation 
costs or medical 
expenses are not 
reimbursed and result 
in a personal out-of-
pocket loss.  
 

 
 
SAMPLE PRICING: 
 
Based on average 
costs, trip insurance 
runs about 10-15% of 
the total trip expense. 

 
$350.00 

EXAMPLE: 
 
Total trip expense is 
$2,850.  A basic 
Policy to cover all 
passengers might be 
about $350.00 
    

 
$ ______________ 
 

   
EXAMPLE TOTAL: 

$3,340.00 
 

 
YOUR TOTAL: 
$ _______________ 
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The chance of you getting motion sickness is unlikely. 
Today's cruise ships are designed to minimize rolling to 
maintain passenger comfort. Unless there is a storm or 
rough waters where you're sailing, you probably won't 
even notice the movement.  However, some people suffer 
from motion-related issues and sometimes require help to 
feel better.  Some only experience mild symptoms such 
as headaches, dizziness, or fatigue.  Various levels of 
nausea are considered a more severe result and can, if 
not resolved, produce vomiting until the motion ceases or 
the person is treated with medication.   Yes, you will be on 
a ship, and, yes, the ship moves, but the probability of you 
getting sick is rare and, for the average cruise passenger, 
not likely to impact your voyage. 
 
Here are our suggestions if you experience (or, if you THINK YOU MIGHT experience) any motion 
sickness: 

1. NON-MEDICINAL:  Some people get relief with just minimal treatment.  For a non-medicinal solution, you 
could try an elastic wrist band with a small, hard "button" on the band.  These bands use the principles of 
acupressure to relieve minor symptoms of motion sickness.  Look for these at most pharmacies or online 
under the names Sea-Band® or Travel•Eze™. 
 

2. OVER-THE-COUNTER MEDICATION:  Our experience has shown that BONINE® (meclizine) or 
DRAMAMINE® (dimenhydrinate) are the best medications for those that have only minor issues with 
motion sickness.  These are readily available at most pharmacies, are inexpensive, and don't require a 
prescription.  You can take these 3-4 hours before any anticipated movement problems or, as some 
people do, take them at regular intervals (say, twice a day) just to be ready if something unexpected 
comes up. 
 

3. PRESCRIPTION MEDICATION:  For folks severely affected by motion sickness, the most robust medication 
is scopolamine.  The most common use is transdermal patches that are typically applied and left on for up 
to 3 days for protection against more severe symptoms.  Scopolamine may also be available in tablet 
form.  This product requires a physician's prescription and can usually be obtained from your primary care 
provider on request.  
 

If you think you (or a family member) MIGHT have problems with motion sickness, make sure you 
provide some kind of treatment solution.  Your cruise is an opportunity for an exceptional vacation; 
you don't want anyone to regret going on the trip because of motion sickness. 
 
 
 
(Disclaimer:  No, we are not physicians, and we claim no formal training or education in the medical field.  
Previous recommendations are based on our own, and our clients' personal experiences with treating motion 
sickness.  You should consult your doctor or primary care provider for professional advice.) 

 

CHAPTER 

6 DEALING WITH MOTION SICKNESS 
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Just because someone has a physical disability, that is no reason they cannot have an enjoyable cruise 
vacation along with everyone else.  True, some may have needs and concerns that others might never 
really consider but, in today's cruise environment, most ships have outfitted their accommodations to 
meet or exceed ADA standards.   
 
Whether the need concerns limited mobility, breathing assistance, hearing or visual impairment, or some 
other disability, guests should not hesitate to make cruise travel plans just because of these issues.  Yes, 

additional considerations will need to be made ahead of the 
cruise, but, in most cases, your cruise travel agent, working 
with the selected cruise line, can provide all the necessary 
preparations required for most any special requests. 
 
STATEROOMS: Just about every ship offers a few, fully 
accessible cabins with wider doors, bathroom grab bars, and 
handheld showers.  Depending on the guest's mobility, sills 
and thresholds may be modified to accommodate 
wheelchairs or walkers.  A few cabins even allow access for 
electric scooters with the requirement that the scooter 
remains in the cabin when not in use. 

 
SCOOTERS, WHEELCHAIRS and WALKERS:  In most cases, guests can bring their own mobility 
equipment and use it during the cruise, as long as the device can be 
stored in their stateroom when not in use.  As an alternative, guests 
may opt to rent their required apparatus from one of several 
specialized companies, enjoying the convenience of having their 
device delivered directly to the ship just before embarkation.  The cost 
of this service has proven to be well worth the expense just to alleviate 
one of the additional requirements of the disadvantaged guest.  When 
it comes time to disembark (either at the end of the cruise or during 
one of the days in port), ship staff are always available to assist. 
 
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:   
• Visual or hearing impaired:  Cruise lines offer large print or Braille menus (on request), with some ships 
          giving a guided tour during embarkation.  Other printed materials are often downloadable to the  
          guests' own electronic device, laptop or e-reader allowing them to enlarge the type or have it  
          read by the device. 
• Service animals:  Most all ships allow the use of registered and qualified service animals. Guests'  
          wishing to bring a service animal aboard must make advanced arrangements and abide by the  
          ships rules for special accommodations. 
• Respiratory equipment:  Devices for breathing assistance (oxygen units, nebulizers, air compressors,  
          CPAP units, etc.) are usually allowed in most situations.  Guests requiring supplemental oxygen  
          may choose to have a supply delivered to the ship at embarkation.   
 
In general, guests with most any impairment can enjoy cruise travel.  Cruise lines welcome the occasion 
to serve these unique needs and have most provisions in place to do so.  Work with your RM CRUISES 
LLC agent to make the appropriate reservations and be ready to enjoy your great cruise vacation. 

CHAPTER 

7 ACCESSIBLE TRAVEL WITH DISABILITIES 
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A little planning goes a long way toward a smooth 
sailing. To keep you on track -- and keep essential 
tasks from falling through the cracks – print out 
this checklist and refer to it from the time you book your 
cruise to the day you set sail. We realize that not every 
line item will be applicable to your trip and -- depending 
on when you book and your planning personality -- you 
might be checking off tasks a little earlier or later than 
suggested.  Either way, going through this list will 
ensure a cruise that is well-planned and worry-free! 
 
 
AS SOON AS YOU BOOK YOUR CRUISE 

 Purchase travel insurance.  (Discuss coverages with your cruise specialist.) 
 Renew (or, apply for) your passport.  (New passports require a min. of 10-12 weeks to process.) 
 Start (or, continue) to use Internet cruise travel sites to connect with other cruise passengers for 

general cruise information, past experiences, tips, and possible group events and meetings.      
(Web sites: TripAdvisor, CruiseCritic, etc.) 

 

THREE-FOUR MONTHS BEFORE DEPARTURE DATE 
 Check for any Visa requirements related to your cruise itinerary.  (Some countries require them.)  
 Plan AIR TRAVEL and ground transportation.  (*This may be handled by your cruise specialist.) 
 Make arrangements for PRE- and/or POST-cruise hotel accommodations if required. 
 Research shore excursions, destination information and private guides. 
 Make your FINAL CRUISE PAYMENT.  (The date for this will be determined by your cruise line.) 

 

TWO MONTHS BEFORE DEPARTURE DATE 
 Book shore excursions, either through the cruise line or independently. 
 Make arrangements for RENTAL CAR, if necessary. 
 Make plans for independent touring – restaurant reservations, HO-HO bus, etc. 
 Shop at home for new wardrobe, formal ware, luggage, shoes, etc., as necessary. 

 
ONE MONTH BEFORE DEPARTURE DATE 

 Book airport/hotel/port transfers, if not already part of your cruise package. 
 Fill out and print cruise line documents.  (*This may be handled by your cruise specialist.) 
 Request pre-printed luggage tags if your cruise line offers them. 
 Book on-board specialty dining venues, spa treatments, beverage packages, etc.  
 Get any immunizations you might need.  Be sure you have the latest information about COVID-19 

requirements for your cruise.  (Check with cruise line or cruise specialist for details.) 
 For cruise itineraries traveling to non-U.S. countries (except the Caribbean and Bermuda) you 

should consider getting some amount of FOREIGN CURRENCY*  (*See our MONEY QUESTIONS 
document for additional details.) 

 
 

CHAPTER 

8 PRE-CRUISE CHECK LIST 
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TWO WEEKS BEFORE DEPARTURE DATE 
 Make arrangements for your home while you're away.  (Mail hold, pet boarding, etc.) 
 Write up a PACKING LIST – (*See our PACKING TIPS document.) 
 If you are driving your car to the cruise port, be sure it is ready to make the trip.  (Oil change, A/C 

working, tires/air pressure adequate, fresh wiper blades, etc.)  
 
ONE WEEK BEFORE DEPARTURE DATE 

 Leave your travel info and passport copy with a family member or close friend. 
 Let your neighbors know your travel plans and ask them to keep an eye on your house. 
 Contact your BANK and CREDIT CARD ISSUER and notify them of your travel plans. 
 Locate and print out port parking info and directions if you are driving to the port. 
 Check with your CELL PHONE CARRIER for any changes you may need to make to your calling plan 

while on the cruise or in a foreign country. 
 Take care of pre-cruise personal appearance items (haircuts, coloring, manicure, etc.) 
 Check the WEATHER forecasts for your cruise ports and/or destinations. 
 PACK*   (*See our PACKING TIPS document.) 
 Shop for last-minute cruise necessities (travel-size toiletries, sunglasses, memory card(s) for the 

camera, etc.) 
 Select a few reading materials and pack them.  (Most cruise ships have a library/reading room 

with many books and magazines.  However, they may not have your favorite author, etc.) 
 Make sure you have adequate supplies of your PRESCRIPTION MEDICATIONS.   Getting your 

Doctor's prescription for any critical medications could come in handy if your meds get lost.  
 Prepare your camera and memory chips for your trip.  Upload existing photos to your computer 

so you can begin with a fresh (empty) chip. 
 If you're going to be gone for a week or longer, you should clean out your refrigerator of any 

"dated" products, containers, produce, etc. 
 
DAY PRIOR TO TRAVELING TO CRUISE PORT  

 Charge all your electronic devices…cell phone(s), computer, iPad, camera, shaver, etc. 
 Collect "snacks" and drinks for the car and/or plane trip. 
 Double-check your PACKING LIST and make sure you haven't forgotten anything. 
 If you have an early plane trip you should set an alarm (or two). 
 Check in for your flight, if applicable. 

 
DAY OF DEPARTURE 

 Travel to the Cruise Port, arriving a minimum of 3 hours prior to scheduled ship departure time. 
 Make sure luggage is properly TAGGED with your name and stateroom number(s). 
 Have your Cruise PAPERWORK handy to present to agents at the port. 
 Keep your specially-packed "CARRY ON" (s) with you through the boarding process. 
 Be prepared to have a health screening done prior to boarding. 
 KEEP YOUR EYES and EARS OPEN FOR SIGNS or VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS.   PROCEED WITH 

BOARDING WHEN CALLED.   ASK AN AGENT IF YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND SOMETHING! 
 GET ON THE SHIP!     

HAVE A GREAT VOYAGE!!  
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Getting ready to take off on your highly anticipated cruise vacation requires some time to pack your bags.  
For you to get through this drudgery as quick and precisely as possible, we offer some reliable and 
proven techniques for making this more of an enjoyable task than a painful headache. 
 
Tip 1: Pack your carry-on bags wisely. 
Pack a change of clothes and necessary meds or toiletries in the bags you will take on the plane (if flying 
to the port) and personally transport onboard the cruise ship. This is important for two reasons: First, if 
your luggage gets lost by the airline on the way to your cruise, at least you'll have some essentials with 
you. It can take a while for your luggage to be found and then shipped to the next port of call. Second, in 
case your suitcases are delayed in being delivered to your cabin, you'll have a bathing suit or dinner 
attire on hand and can enjoy all the onboard activities right away, rather than having to wait for your bags 
to show up at your cabin door. 

Tip 2: Also pack your 
checked luggage wisely. 
Be smart about your 
checked bags, too. If you 
tend to overpack, lay out 
all the clothes you think 
you'll need, then only pack 
about half the clothing and 
three-quarters of the 
shoes. If you're traveling 
with family, consider 
packing half of your things 
in one suitcase and the 
other half in a separate one 
(and have your spouse and 
kids do the same). That 
way, if one bag gets lost, 

then everyone will have some clothing -- rather than one 
person having nothing. To save space, roll your clothes 
rather than fold them. Finally, never pack valuables in your 
checked bags, as they could be stolen. Carry all cameras, 
electronic devices, jewelry, and prescription medicine in 
your carry-on bag. 
 
Tip 3: Know the dress codes. 
If you love to dress up, a few cruise lines do offer tux 
rentals, so you don't have to pack your own. But while some folks still dress "to the nines" (formal gowns 
and tuxedos) for ships' formal nights, most people dress more informally (suits for men and cocktail garb 
-- flowing pantsuits or little black dresses -- for women). "Resort casual" is now the ubiquitous evening 
dress; think date night, with men in slacks and buttoned shirts (no jackets) and women in everything from 
sundresses to skirts or pants with cute tops. Even jeans may be allowed in some cruise ship dining 
rooms for breakfast or lunch.  

CHAPTER 

9 PACKING TIPS FOR YOUR CRUISE 
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Tip 4: Consider doing laundry on board. 
If you want to pack light (and do laundry in route), make sure to read the cruise reviews; not all ships 
offer self-service laundromats. The ones that usually do have such facilities don't provide them for free, 
and it can get expensive. (Cruise lines often offer complimentary laundry and pressing services to suite 
guests and top-tier passengers, so it pays to be loyal.) You can always save on laundry costs by bringing 
travel detergent and rinsing out underwear and shirts in your cabin's bathroom, or packing a bottle of 
travel-sized Febreze to get one more day's use out of a gently worn outfit. 
 
 
Tip 5: Don't assume your favorite toiletries will be in your cabin. 
You'll always find basic toiletries onboard, such as soap and shampoo. In main cabins on some cruise 
lines -- Royal Caribbean, Norwegian, Carnival -- toiletries offered are limited (in some cases to pump 
bottles of mystery soap affixed to the shower 
wall). You might want to make room in your 
luggage for your favorite brands.  Be aware, 
however, that some cruise lines do not allow 
any personal hair dryers to be used onboard, 
so it's best to check before you pack yours.  
Ask your travel agent or contact the cruise 
lines directly about using your hairdryer or 
other, heat-producing accessories. 
 
 
Tip 6: Dress for your destination. 
Simply put, some places are more formal 
than others. Expect to pack more resort-
casual wear if traveling to Europe (all 
regions) or Bermuda. (Duffer alert: Golf 
courses in Bermuda have strict dress codes.) Other cruise itineraries, such as Hawaii, the Mexican 
Riviera, the Caribbean, and French Polynesia, are more casual than the norm. And don't forget to think 
about your in-port activities. Flip-flops are suitable for a beach day, but you'll want more comfortable 
shoes for long days of sightseeing or active excursions like hiking or biking. If you're visiting religious 
sites in the Middle East or some parts of Europe, you'll want modest clothing that covers your shoulders 
and knees, even if it's quite hot. 
 
 
Tip 7: Save some room in your suitcase. 
You'll likely pick up at least a few souvenirs during your cruise, so you'll need room in your luggage to 
bring them home. Whether you're picking up leather goods in Italy, Aloha-wear in Hawaii, or duty-free 
goods in the Caribbean, consider packing a foldable duffle. It won't take up much space in your suitcase, 
and you can fill it up and check it for the flight home. 
 
 
Tip 8: Mix and match. 
If you can make your clothes do double duty, you won't be hit with excess bag fees or find yourself 
fighting with your spouse about who gets the last hanger in the cabin's small closet. Stick with one color 
theme so you can re-wear bottoms with different tops or bring shirts that can be dressed up for dinner on 
one night and worn sightseeing the next. Opt for the layered look to handle differing temperatures in the 
various cruise ports. Change up the look of one formal outfit with different accessories (jewelry, ties, 
scarves), rather than bring two suits or cocktail dresses. Your shipmates won't know (or care) if you wear 
the same outfit twice. 
 
 

http://www.cruisecritic.com/reviews/cruiseline.cfm?CruiseLineID=24
http://www.cruisecritic.com/reviews/cruiseline.cfm?CruiseLineID=8
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Tip 9: Remember the basics. 
Most cruise ship cabins do not come with alarm clocks, so bring your own. If you are using your cell 
phone for this job, put it in airplane mode, so you don't incur roaming charges in foreign waters. Other 
items you might want to pack because they're not provided or super-expensive to buy onboard include: 
over-the-counter meds, batteries, camera memory cards, sunscreen, earplugs, plastic bags for 
transporting liquids or wet things (or keeping water out of your gear on water-based tours) and a power 
strip to charge all your electronic gadgets. 
 

Tip 10: Keep all important documents with you. 
Always make sure you bring your necessary IDs and 
cruise documents -- and never pack them in your 
checked luggage. You will want your photo ID and 
cruise ship boarding pass on hand, so even if your 
suitcase misses the boat, you can still get on board. 
Make sure you have the correct type of identification 
for your cruise destination, whether it's a passport or 
birth certificate and photo ID. Wannabe cruisers 
have been turned away from the pier for having a 
copy of their birth certificate or a passport with a 
name that doesn't match the one on the ship's 
manifest (often in the case of a honeymoon cruise). 
If you need visas or immunizations for your cruising 
region, carry those documents with you, as well.  
Your RM CRUISES LLC agent will have all the 
necessary information concerning ID's and 
paperwork…make sure you ask so you don't 
experience any unpleasant outcomes to your 
planned cruise. 
 

 
 
 
   SPECIAL NOTE:  Most cruise lines have a list of items that are NOT allowed to be brought aboard    
   the ship.  Ask your cruise specialist or check the cruise line's web site for a list of these items.   
 
 

Remember, this is the No. 1 comment we hear from our clients  
about packing AFTER they return from their first cruise…. 

"I packed way too much stuff. I'll never take that much on our next cruise!" 
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1. How will I pay for incidental expenses 
while on-board the cruise ship?  
Soon after you make your final cruise fare 
payment, you will be required to establish an 
"on-board charge account" for expenses that 
are incurred while you (and family members) 
are on the ship. You (or your cruise 
specialist) will set up the account by 
providing the cruise line with a credit card for 
which to charge all transactions.  This 
account is to cover such items as alcoholic 
drinks, sodas, extra-cost dining venues, 
ship's stores' purchases, photographs, spa visits, and any number of other optional expenses you 
may encounter.  You will receive a personalized card (like a credit card) or electronic device for 
your use while onboard the ship.  You will "settle" this account at the end of the cruise by 
reviewing a record of costs charged and giving final approval for the total.   
 
(Please note that most cruise lines DO NOT allow you to make on-board purchases with cash or charged 
directly to a credit card.  All such expenses will be charged against your ship-board account.  NOTE: Most 
onboard casinos will accept cash for gameplay inside the casino.)  
 

2. How should I plan to pay for other expenses that are incurred off the ship? 
An internationally recognized, major credit card (VISA, MasterCard, American Express, etc.) 
should be your primary payment method for ALL additional expenses you may incur while on your 
cruise.  By using a credit card, you limit the risk of theft; you have a record of all expenses 
charged on the card and, should you lose the card, it could be replaced at a future port-of-call.  
Yes, there may be a small foreign transaction fee associated with purchases in some foreign 
countries but, typically, this only amounts to 1%-2%. 
 

3. How much extra cash (currency) should I bring with me on my cruise trip? 
The amount of "spending" money you bring is entirely up to you.  Again, we strongly recommend 
that you limit the total cash you carry on your person to a strict minimum.   
 
Any incidental purchases that may require cash (taxi, small café, street-side souvenirs, service 
tips, etc.) are likely to be only a fraction of your overall spending.  Most likely, these expenses 
could amount to no more than a hundred dollars or so, depending, of course, on the length of the 
cruise and personal spending habits.  Remember, the primary issue with carrying cash is for your 
safety.   
 
 
           YOU SHOULD PLAN TO USE YOUR PERSONAL CREDIT CARD(S) FOR 
           THE MAJORITY OF PURCHASES WHEREVER THEY ARE ACCEPTED.  

 
 
 

CHAPTER 

10 MONEY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
FOR CRUISE TRAVELERS 
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4. What about foreign currency exchange?  
If your cruise itinerary includes countries that do not accept US Dollars in regular trade, you will, 
most likely, need to convert some of your funds to the accepted local currency.   
 
Depending on the specific situation, you will 
typically have 2 or 3 options for converting to 
the foreign currency.  Again, we strongly 
recommend that the amount of cash you carry 
(U.S. or foreign) be limited to a minimal 
amount.  You should attempt to use your credit 
card for ANY purchases you make.  However, 
there are going to be a few situations where 
local cash will be a necessity.  Therefore, we 
believe the safest and easiest method of 
conversion is to make the exchange through 
the ship's front office.  All cruise lines visiting 
ports that require non-U.S. currency will be 
equipped to provide passengers with an adequate amount of foreign currency at a reasonable 
exchange rate.   
 
Alternatively, you could use your credit card in an ATM while in a foreign country to get whatever 
amount of cash you need.  The credit card company will charge you an additional transaction fee, 
based on the total you withdraw.  This fee may, or may not, be much different than what is 
charged by the ship's front office. 
 
Finally, depending on the exact cruise itinerary, you could exchange currency through your 
hometown bank.  This may be a better choice if you are likely to need only one type of currency 
(Euros, UK Pounds, etc.), and the rate may be slightly better than shipboard exchanges.   
 
Please note that we strongly suggest you NOT use any other types of 
exchange facilities for converting U. S. dollars.   You will most likely see 
currency exchange "booths" or kiosks located near the cruise ship terminal 
in foreign countries or, near heavily visited tourist sites.  The risk here is 
that these places are more likely to have higher exchange rates, a 
possibility of "shortchanging" the transaction and, the chance that the 
foreign currency may be counterfeit.   For your greatest safety, using the 
ship's exchange office or your ATM is the more reliable choice.  
 
Your cruise specialist will be able to give more specific details about any 
currency exchange requirements associated with your cruise itinerary.  Be 
sure to ask.  
 
 

5. What do I do with any leftover foreign currency that I didn't spend? 
Unless you want some "souvenirs" to distribute to friends and family back home, you need to 
either (a.) make sure you spend 100% of the foreign currency before you leave the country or, 
(b.) plan to re-exchange any leftover currency with the ship's front office.  Remember, however, 
that the ship will again charge you an exchange fee for returning whatever non-U.S. money you 
have left.  Obviously, you won't be able to return any cash you received from an ATM, so, again, 
your best bet is to spend it all before you leave the country.  Reviewing your spending habits and 
careful planning upfront can ensure you do not wind up with a pocket full of "odd" money when 
your cruise is over. 
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Unfortunately, sometimes things happen.   
A travel insurance plan can cover you and your 
companions for unexpected costs incurred before or 
during your trip.  
  
So that costs are less likely to come out of your pocket, 
a travel insurance plan can reimburse you for the pre-
paid, non-refundable portions of a trip if you need to 
cancel or interrupt your trip for a covered 
reason.  Some plans also offer a "Cancel for Any 
Reason" optional coverage at additional cost. 
  
A travel insurance plan can also include medical 
evacuation coverage (the price of which may cost 
upwards of $100,000) and medical expense coverage, plus reimbursement for lost, damaged or stolen 
luggage and personal effects.  Most travel insurance plans also include 24/7 assistance services to re-
book flights and hotels on your behalf and act as a personal travel assistant while you are away from 
home. 

 
How much coverage do I need and how 
much will it cost? 
 
Our select insurance underwriters offer 
travel insurance plans for an array of 
budgets, from modest trips to high-end 
luxury vacations.  
 
Policy costs are economical and are based 
on a variety of factors, including total trip 
cost, specific itinerary, duration of travel, 
age of travelers, etc.  
 
Optional policy features are available to 
cover a wide range of special, unique, or 
unusual situations and needs. 
 

 
When you contact us to make your initial cruise plans, be sure to ask about a no-obligation quote 
for a plan that fully covers you and your traveling companions for your specific cruise itinerary. 
 
NOTE:  RM CRUISES LLC is not a licensed insurance agent, and we may not offer in-depth policy assessments or 
recommendations.  Our service allows us to present you with the plans available through our selected underwriters 
and assist you with basic purchasing information.  For a more detailed evaluation of any plans offered, you should 
contact your personal insurance agent.   
*** The purchase of any travel insurance plan is totally optional and is not required to utilize any of the services 
provided by RM CRUISES LLC.*** 

 

CHAPTER 

11 TRAVEL INSURANCE 
 Is It Really Necessary? 
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Three of the best reasons you should 
allow us to be your cruise consultant… 

 
         CAPABILITY 
• Real-world Experience 
Expertise comes from authentic experience.  
At RM CRUISES LLC, we have over four decades of 
world travel experience, and we've likely been where 
you want to go.  And that's what you want, someone 
that has personal experience with the kind and type 
of adventure you're seeking.  If we've not been there, 
we've probably been somewhere close by.  Only 
someone with an actual encounter with the 
destination can share that first-hand knowledge to 
add confidence in your decision-making process. 
 
• Industry Education and Training 
The cruise industry changes frequently. New ships arrive; existing ships get makeovers. Policies and 

procedures vary from cruise line to cruise line. 
Costs and fares come in a myriad of options and 
alternatives. Knowledge of passport and visa 
rules are absolutely essential. And the list goes 
on and on. Only through constant training can we 
keep up with the different cruise environment of 
today. Our educational accomplishments and 
certifications reflect our commitment to you by 
being the best-informed cruise consultants we 
can be …all for your benefit. 

• Insider Knowledge 
We know more about cruising than you do. 
That's not boasting, that's a simple fact of our 
profession.  After all, if we didn't, why would 
you need us. You're enlisting our services for 
the simple fact that our position gives us an 
"insiders" view into areas of cruising that you 
just would never achieve.  But that's a good 
thing.  With this knowledge, we can prevent 
you from making mistakes and quickly help you 
get to the ultimate goal …taking that fabulous 
cruise vacation.  Whether it be getting a better cruise fare, detail items of paperwork, or knowing about 
some exclusive onboard dining option, we can share all that…and more…with you. 
 

CHAPTER 

12 WHY USE RM CRUISES LLC 
AS YOUR TRAVEL AGENT? 
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         CONVENIENCE 
• Time Saving 
Let's face it. We're all busy.  And, planning a cruise 
vacation is going to take a significant amount of your 
time. By using RM CRUISES LLC, you're handing off a 
substantial portion of that planning work to us, reducing 
your overall stress and worry, allowing you to focus on 
the more enjoyable parts of cruise planning. We handle 
all the little details, so you don't have to. And our 
experience allows us to complete the process quickly, 
saving you valuable time in the long run. 
 
• Accessible 
We're here for you. Maybe not 24/7, but close to it. When questions come up during the planning 
process, we're ready to assist you most anytime.  And just before or during your cruise, we're always on-

call to handle any issues or variations that may arise.  
We can act on your behalf to resolve almost any 
situation that would be a problem for you to deal with 
on your own. We're available when you need us. 
 
• Versatile 
Being flexible is one of our strong suits. Changes 
don't upset us. Instead of having to start over or 
significantly modify our plans, we're able to short-cut 
most efforts required to adjust to whatever situation 
comes up.  Lives are complicated, families have a 
multitude of issues, and our typical environment 
poses new challenges almost daily. We can handle 
it, so you don't have to. 
 

 
        CUSTOMER SERVICE 
• Understanding 
Over the past years, we've run into almost every kind of request, consideration, and unusual requirement 
you can imagine.  We know that everyone is different, and we have the compassion and empathy to help 
our clients feel confident in providing an appropriate level of support. Our key objective is for you and 
your traveling companions to have the very best cruise experience possible, and we understand what it 
takes for that to happen. 
 
• Responsible 
We take our duties very seriously. When we accept you as a client, we acknowledge that we have 
specific responsibilities in our relationship. You rely on us to provide a level of professionalism and 
expertise worthy of your expectations. We go so far as to maintain a published Statement of Fiduciary 
Responsibility document detailing our agency-client relationship, specifying each aspect of our 
obligations. We want you to feel comfortable using our services, and we hold that regard to its highest 
level. 
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• Valuable 
Even if we satisfied all the above traits and 
characteristics to the best of our ability, we must still 
offer our clients a measure of fair value. First of all, we 
know that time is money.  We provide value by saving 
our clients time when handling their cruise planning 
process. We also ensure that the costs, expenses, and 
financial commitment required from our clients are 
appropriate for the services requested and are not 
inflated or misrepresented for our benefit. We help our 
clients save additional monies by finding the best cruise 
value for their hard-earned cash. And, finally, our cruise 
planning services are provided at no cost, allowing 
clients to take full advantage of our expertise without having to worry about another additional expense. 

 
  IN SUMMARY, we look forward to having you as our cruise travel client. 
 

RM CRUISES LLC – Our business creed… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RM CRUISES LLC is a cruise-only travel agency located in Cleveland, TN.   We are 
an independent agent of Cruises & Tours Unlimited, Jacksonville, FL, and we have 
been providing great cruise vacations for our clients since 2015.  We are a member of 
several industry-specific associations and are a registered Florida Seller of 
Travel.  Our clients come from all walks of life and include singles, couples, and 
families.  We also work with groups of any size or emphasis ...reunions, church 
affiliations, business, or service organizations or, just a group of travel friends getting 
together for a fun holiday. 
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The worldwide coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic experienced by the entire world over the past many months has 
prompted significant changes to the cruise industry.  As a result, future cruise passengers will see various new and 
enhanced protocols and policies being implemented to support passenger and crew health safety.  
 
The below information is taken directly from the CDC's May 5 media statement addressing Phase 2B and 3 of their 
Conditional Sailing Order. This document explicitly gives cruise operators all the requirements and 
recommendations to start simulated voyages before resuming restricted passenger voyages.  These details are a 
requirement for cruise operators to move to the full resumption of passenger-carrying voyages. 
 

This current guidance includes technical instructions for cruise lines to implement simulated voyages.  This 
includes: 

• Eligibility and requirement for conducting a simulated (trial) voyage in preparation for restricted passenger  
voyages. 
• Guidance for inspections of cruise ships conducted by CDC during simulated and restricted passenger  
voyages. 
• Operational procedures to assist cruise ship operators in mitigating the risk of spreading COVID-19, 
including requirement and recommendations of prevention measures, surveillance for COVID-19 on board, 
laboratory testing, infection prevention, and control, face mask use, social distancing, passenger interactive 
experiences, and embarkation and disembarkation procedures. 

 
In the final phase of the CSO, cruise ship operators with an approved COVID-19 Conditional Sailing Certificate 
application will be permitted to sail with passengers following the requirements of the CSO. CDC does not 
anticipate releasing any additional documents for Phase 4. Instead, CDC will be updating online documents to 
incorporate changes to quarantine, testing, color status, and lessons learned from simulated voyages. 
 
COVD-19 vaccines play a critical role in the safe resumption of passenger operations, but not all cruise ship 
operators have announced plans to mandate passenger vaccinations. As more people are fully vaccinated and 
more drug therapeutics are available, the phased approach allowed CDC to incorporate these advancements 
into planning for safe resumption of cruise ship travel. CDC recommends that all port personnel and travelers 
(passengers and crew) get a COVID-19 vaccine when a vaccine is available to them. 
 
CDC acknowledges that it is not possible for cruising to be a zero-risk activity for the spread of COVID-19. 
While cruising will always pose some risk of COVID-19 transmission, CDC is committed to ensuring that cruise 
ship passenger operations are conducted in a way that protects crew members, passengers, and port 
personnel, particularly with emerging COVID-19 variants of concern. 
 
CDC will continue to update its guidance and recommendations to specify basic safety standards and public 
health interventions based on the best scientific evidence available.  

 
In light of these current guidelines, cruise operators have successfully begun a limited return to service for a few of 
their ships.  As additional ships complete the required test voyages and inspections, more and more will be placed 
back into operation.  Fully vaccinated passengers will have fewer restrictions placed on them, whereas non-
vaccinated travelers will be subjected to additional testing and restraints if they are even allowed to sail.  Mask 
wearing is likely to be required of all passengers in congested areas, both on and off the ship.  Complete details 
regarding COVID-19-related requirements will be issued by each cruise line nearer to the date of departure.  Until 
then, specific requirements can vary from cruise line to cruise line, and changes are always possible.  Stay in touch 
with your RM CRUISES LLC cruise consultant for the latest updates. 

COIVD-19 Information 
for Cruise Passengers 
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